Micro-gas analysis system for measurement of nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide: respiratory treatment and environmental mobile monitoring.
In this paper, novel microsystems for gas analysis and gas generation are described. The same microchannel devices covered with a gas permeable membrane were used for both the gas collection and the gas generation. For the first time, a dual liquid flow system was utilized in a micro-gas analysis system. Even though micropumps are utilized in the dual line microsystem, a good baseline was obtained in the NO2 measurement with Griess-Saltzman chemistry. The system was developed for on-site measurements in medical treatment; the treatment is of respiratory disease syndrome by NO inhalation and the monitoring is of the product NO and the harmful byproduct NO2. The system was also applied to mobile atmospheric monitoring. Chemical NO generation using the microchannel device was investigated for safe NO inhalation as an alternative to a NO generator based on pulsed arc discharge.